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1. Introduction 
Electrocoalescence is a process by which an electric field is applied across a suspension of 
conducting fluid droplets dispersed in an insulating liquid in order to force the droplets to merge 
together (Pohl 1978). The process is driven by the polarization of charge in the conductors, 
which is induced by the field and which forms electric dipoles out of the droplets.  When such 
polarized droplets are oriented along the direction of the field, their induced dipoles create large 
attractive electrical stresses which drives coalescence.  
Electrocoalescence has found applications in a number of technologies in which conducting 
water droplets are dispersed in insulating oils. In digital, lab-on-a-chip applications (Zeng and 
Korsmeyer 2004; Chabert, Dorfman et al. 2005; Zagnoni and Cooper 2009; Zagnoni, Lain et al. 
2010), micron-sized water droplets containing different reagents and analyte samples are 
sequentially merged by electrocoalescence in a programmed manner in order to undertake 
diagnostic assays. In the breaking of emulsions of water in crude oil in desalting operations in 
the oil refining industry (Waterman 1965; Eow, Ghadiri et al. 2001; Chiesa, Melheim et al. 2005; 
Lundgaard, Berg et al. 2005; Pedersen 2008), electrocoalescence is a major tool for achieving 
rapid and efficient separation.  
The objective of this thesis is to use microfluidics to study the mechanics of the 
electrocoalescence merging process for the approach and coalescence of two water droplets in a 
mineral oil.  The thesis has both experimental and theoretical parts. Experimentally, microfluidic 
flow focusing is used to form, on a microfluidic chip, a monodisperse emulsion of water droplets 
in oil. The droplets are directed into a channel, where they flow as a train in single file.   An 
alternating electric field is applied across the train, in the direction of flow, and pairs of droplets 
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begin to coalesce.  This coalescence is followed by optical micrscopy and the distance of 
approach as a function of time is measured.  
These coalescence experiments are coupled to simulations of the droplet-droplet merging process 
in which a force balance on the droplets of the pair are formulated to obtain an expression for the 
velocity. This force balance includes the electrical polarization force of attraction and the 
hydrodynamic resistance forces due to the interaction of the droplets with each other and with 
the walls of the microfluidic cell. The electrical force is computed using a dipole approximation. 
The hydrodynamic forces are computed using a finite element (FEM) numerical code 
(COMSOL) and these simulations of the approach velocity are compared to the experimental 
measurements. 
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2. Literature Review 
This literature review is organized into the following sections. The first describes the phenomena 
of electrocoalescence, and provides the details of the point dipole approximation for the 
attractive force. The second section reviews the hydrodynamic theories for the motion of 
spherical particles near surfaces or approaching each other at low Reynolds number (inertialess 
flows). And the last section describes the experimental efforts at using microfluidics to produce 
monodisperse droplets. 
2.1 Electrocoalescence Forces 
 
	  
Figure 2-1 A conducting sphere of radius a and initial net charge Q placed in a dielectric 
and subject to an external field in the z direction. At steady state the field inside the 
conductor is zero and cations and anions have migrated to opposite ends of the drop 
surface, polarizing the droplet. 
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Consider first a conducting spherical droplet with radius a situated in a nonconducting, 
insulating, dielectric (see Fig. 2-1) liquid. The droplet and continuous phases are immiscible, and 
are stationary. They are intended to represent a conducting water droplet and a strictly insulating 
oil phase.  A spherical coordinate system is located with its origin at the center of the sphere.  
The conducting sphere has initially a charge Q when it is placed in the dielectric, although this 
charge can be set equal to zero.  An electric field Eo is applied across the sphere, along a 
direction, z, from which the angle Θ of the spherical coordinate system is measured.  As shown 
in the figure, this uniform field can be imposed by applying a potential across two parallel 
conducting plates placed in the dielectric and situated sufficiently far from the droplet. The 
application of this field causes the mobile conducting charges in the sphere to move. This 
movement of charges under the application of the field is assumed to be purely ohmic:  Thus the 
flux of current, jint in the sphere is given as jint = σintEint, where the sphere conductivity is σint  and 
the electric field in the sphere is denoted a Eint (The superscript “int” denotes variables pertaining 
to the spherical conductor.)  Because the conducting sphere is surrounded by the insulating 
continuum, as the charges are conducted, the positive charges accumulate at one end of the 
sphere and the negative charges at the other. This accumulation progresses until a steady state is 
reached in which the charge accumulation is sufficient so that the field at the surface of the 
sphere in the direction normal to the surface (i.e. the r direction), becomes equal to zero. If this 
were not the case, accumulation would continue.  
So the picture, which emerges, is that the conducting droplet becomes polarized as mobile 
positive and negative charges move in opposite directions. Even if the net charge Q on the 
droplet were zero, this separation of charge occurs arising from the mobile charges in the 
conductor. The fact that at steady state the normal component of the electric field at the zero is 
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zero requires that the field everywhere in the conductor is equal to zero and the charge on the 
conductor, Q, is maintained for all time since it cannot be conducted away.  This would not be 
the case if the surrounding phase was a conductor. In that case charges initially placed in the 
conducting sphere would be conducted away into the bulk phase.  
Thus at steady state, the charge in the conductor is zero, and the charge initially in the conductor 
is conducted to the surface, where the surface charge density is nonzero and the integral over the 
surface is Q. Because the charge density is zero at steady state in the conductor, the electric field 
inside the conductor satisfies the equation, from ∇· E
int⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = 0 .  The surface balance at steady state 
becomes  n·j
int (r = a) = σ intEr
int (r = a) = 0  and we can conclude that the electric field everywhere 
in the conductor is equal to zero. The easiest method to show this is to note that since the curl of 
the electric field is zero it can be represented as the gradient of a potential (Eint = −∇φint ). Since 
the divergence of the electric field is zero, this potential satisfies Laplace's equation
 (E
int = −∇φint ) . The general solution of this equation, assuming an axisymmetric solution, can be 
obtained by separation of variables in terms of Legendre polynomials,  
 





∑ Pn(cosθ)                                                 (2.1) 
For boundedness of the field at r=0, all the Bn oefficients must be equal to zero. Since the field at 
the surface is zero all the An are zero except for A0. Thus the field inside the spherical conductor 
is everywhere equal to zero, and the potential on the inside is everywhere constant, 
The electric field in the insulating dielectric around the conductor, which is denoted as Eext with 
the superscript “ext” for the exterior dielectric phase; the permittivity of the dielectric phase is 
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εext , σextt  and the field outside is determined from the condition that the electric field in the 
conductor is zero. The field in the dielectric is irrotational, and can be represented as the gradient 
of a scalar potential. We assume that there are no free charges in the dielectric, and therefore 
external electric field satisfies the equation  
 ∇· 
extEext⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = 0⇒
2φext = 0                                                      (2.2) 
The general solution by separation of variables is: 
 






                                              (2.3)
 
where Cn and Dn are infinite sets of arbitrary constants. Matching the field at infinity and noting 
that the field in the conductor is zero we find the potential can be written in terms of Q as: 
   
 
























                                          (2.4)
 
So the potential can be written as the imposed potential plus a dipole contribution and a charge 
contribution.  
For two droplets (see Figure 2-2) separated by a distance s, where s is the distance from the edge 
to the edge of the drops, when the field E is applied across the droplets, each becomes polarized, 
creating an attractive force between the droplets. Assuming Q=0, the force between two droplets 
can be calculated by assuming the droplets are dipoles, and calculating the attractive force 





s + 2a[ ]4                                                       (2.5)
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where s+2a is the separation distance between the droplets (center to center). This dipole 
approximation for the force can be refined by a more rigorous calculation of the electric field 
between the droplets using bispherical coordinates and then a recalculation of the force (Davis 
1964). 
 
2.2 Translation and Rotation of Spheres Parallel to a Plane Wall 
Several engineering and industrial applications depend on the knowledge of the hydrodynamic 
resistance of particles close to a wall that is surrounded by a viscous fluid.  Indeed, 
understanding the hydrodynamic forces involved in such problems is an important step. The 
practical applications include the rheological properties measurements of neutrally buoyant 
suspensions that was done by (A. C. Li 1988).  In this study, we are concerned with solid 
particles in Stokes flows in which inertia is negligible since the Reynolds number is small 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
Figure 2-2 Electrical forces between two droplets with a field applied across the droplets. The 
polarization produces an attraction between them.	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(Stokes flow). Research has long focused on the Stokes flow of solid spherical particles in 
contact with a plane wall surrounded by quiescent fluid (the fluid is at rest) (Goldman, Cox et al. 
1966; Goldman, Cox et al. 1967) and (O'Neill 1967). 
The spherical solid particle motion in a viscous fluid and specifically the hydrodynamic force 
applied on such particle in an otherwise quiescent fluid is a fundamental application of the 
equations of viscous fluid motion. Consider first the case of a sphere translating and rotating in 
an otherwise infinite continuous fluid. In Stokes flow, because of the linearity of the equations of 
motion, the sphere motion can be split into translation without rotation, and rotation without 
translation. According to Stokes’ law, at small Reynolds number a translating spherical particle 
through an otherwise quiescent fluid will indicate a force F∞  given by the following, 
                                                               F∞ = 6πµaU                                                                 (2.6) 
where, µ 	  is the viscosity of the fluid bounded the particle, U is the velocity of the particle and a 
is the radius of the sphere.  For a rotating spherical particle through an otherwise unbounded 
quiescent fluid will indicate a couple torque T∞ given by the following, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   T∞ = 8πa
3Ω                                                                (2.7) 
Where, Ω is the angular velocity of the particle.. 
For the moving of the particle parallel and near a wall, we can again split the motion into 
translation and rotation.  The translational motion is shown in figure 2-3. The geometry shows 
the motion of the particle with velocity U. Here we review the low Reynolds number 
hydrodynamics of a spherical particle moving parallel to a plane wall bounding an otherwise 
quiescent viscous fluid for a no-slip case. 










There are many analyses involving the motion regimes of a spherical particle parallel to a plane 
wall. These analyses are depending on the bipolar, tangent-sphere coordinate and the lubrication 
theory. (Dean and O'Neill 1963) solved the series of the differential equations and obtained the 
coefficients with specified boundary conditions for the case of rotation and then (O'Neill 1964; 
O'Neill 1967) solved for the translation case.  (Goldman, Cox et al. 1966; Goldman, Cox et al. 
1967) modified O’Neill solution by including the coupling effects to the motion of the sphere. In 
the case in which the separation distance is small compared to the particle radius, lubrication 
theory can be used to derive approximate equations. The normalized separation distance between 
the sphere and the plane wall is given by, 





	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (2.8) 
	  
Figure 2.3 Translation and rotation of spheres near a wall 
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where δ is the separation distance. For the small gab-width case ε << 1, the force and torque 
acting on a sphere located above a plan wall are given as the following, 









+ O(1)                                                        (2.9) 









+ O(1)                                                    (2.10) 
In addition of a rotating case the force and torque applied on a rotating sphere located above a 
plane wall are given as the following, 









+ O(1)                                                    (2.11) 









+ O(1)                                                         (2.12) 
Therefore, the sphere would neither rotate nor move. When the sphere touches the plane wall the 
velocity for both the translational and angular will go to zero. So by neglect the other torques 
exerted on the sphere and ε  goes to zero we can introduce the relation between translation and 
rotation by the following, 







	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   (2.13) 
According to (Goldman, Cox et al. 1966) and (O'Neill 1967) theories, the force on a translating 
moving sphere parallel to the plane wall becomes logarithmically infinite as the gap δ between 
the sphere surface and the plane wall goes to zero. And a non-neutrally buoyant sphere cannot 
translate down the inclined wall in spite of the existence of the gravity force acting on the sphere 
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to move it. However other experiments (J. R. Smart and D. T. Leighton 1989), (H. E. King 
1991)) discovered that the sphere can translate down in case of roll down the plane. Although 
(Smart 1993) and (Prokunin 1992) described in their models that the frictional contribution on 
the force in case of surface roughness parallel to a plane wall depends on the net weight of the 
sphere acting towards the plane wall. They introduce as well experimental data of the rolling ball 
that participate the force and torque arising from solid-solid friction between the sphere and 
plane in terms of non-hydrodynamic contributions. 
The case in which the sphere moves perpendicular to the wall rather than parallel to it was 
examined by Brenner (Brenner 1961) and Cox and Brenner (Cox and Brenner 1967). Exact 
solutions can be obtained in bispherical coordinates. For small separations ε→ 0 	   asymptotic 






















	   	   	   	   	   (2.14)	  
The second term in the above expression represents the correction for small inertial effects; the 
positive sign is for approach and the negative sign for movement away from the wall. Thus a 
greater force is required to push a particle to a wall then to remove the particle from a wall. For 
the case of rotation of a sphere above a plane wall, the require 
d torque was found to be finite in the limit ε→ 0  and given by  Tz / T∞ = 1.202 ,	  where the torque 
is evaluated around an axis (z) parallel to the plane wall. 
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For the case of two solid spheres approaching each other with velocity U in an infinite 
Newtonian viscous fluid with viscosity µ and density ρ in the Stokes flow limit, the drag force Fx 
on each of the particles separated by a distance s is equal and opposite in direction to the particle 
motion. As in the case of a sphere translating near a wall, exact solutions can be obtained in 
bispherical coordinates(Stimson and Jeffery 1926), and the drag on the droplets expressed as an 
infinite series in s/a. An approximation for the force Fx exerted on the approaching spheres as 
given by the infinite series for s/a approaching zero is given by the Taylor formula, and an 
interpolating function accurate for all s/a from zero to infinity is given by Ivanov et al: 
















































	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (2-15) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
Figure 2-4 Two spheres approaching each other in a continuous Newtonian fluid phase	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2.3  Microfluidic Droplet Formation 
The basic strategy for using microfluidics to manufacture polymer channels with a narrow and 
controllable size distribution is to first form individually, in the microfluidic network, droplets of 
a pre-polymer solution in a continuous phase, which is immiscible with the pre-polymer phase.  
Two microfluidic channel configurations have been devised, a “T” junction and a flow focusing 
assembly (for reviews, see (Squires and Quake 2005; Helen Song 2006)). In the “T” junction, as 
first proposed by Quake et al (Thorsen, Roberts et al. 2001), one phase (water in their study) 
flows through a microfluidic square channel and intersects at right angles to a second square 
channel through which is flowing a second immiscible phase (decane, tetra- and hexa-decane oils 
in their study). The inside surface of the channels are made of polyurethane to be wet 
preferentially by the oil phase, and therefore the crossflow of the dispersed water phase into the 
oil creates water droplets into the flowing oil phase. Depending of the channel dimensions and 
flow rates, droplets of the order of 10-50 µm can be obtained. This approach was used by 
Ismagilov et al  (Song, Tice et al. 2003, Zheng, 2003 #560; Tice, Song et al. 2003; Song, Chen et 
al. 2006) to form a train of aqueous droplets traveling through a continuous oil phase in a tube to 
implement droplet based microfluidic schemes for chemical reaction assaying, by Xu et al(Xu, 
Li et al. 2006) to form bubbles in a microfluidic channel flow, and by Weitz and Stone(Link, 
Anna et al. 2004) et al to form a droplet stream and break the droplets into smaller fluid particles. 
A modification of this technique, achieving similar results, is to introduce the droplets from a 
capillary inserted into the streaming flow of the continuous phase as studied by Weitz et al 
(Umbanhowar, Prasad et al. 2000) or Beebe et al (Jeong, Kim et al. 2005). The flow focusing 
configuration developed by Anna and Stone (Anna, Bontoux et al. 2003) is a more intricate 
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design. Thw dispersed phase (again water) flows through a central channel and the continuous 
(silicone oil) phase flows through two adjacent channels surrounding the central one. The 
streams merge at the entrance to an orifice in an elongational flow in which the outer continuous 
phase draws a thin filament of the central water phase into the orifice creating a core annular 
flow with the central water stream forming the core and the oil stream occupying the annular 
space. (Again, the sides of the channel, made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), are 
preferentially wet by the continuous phase to prevent inversion of the flow confiuration, and 
surfactant is added to prevent the coalescence of droplets downstream of the orifice.) Droplets 
with diameters in the size range of tens to hundreds of microns can be obtained, depending on 
the flow rates of the continuous and dispersed phases and the channel dimensions.   This 
configuration has also been used to form gas bubbles in a continuous phase by Gordillo et al 
(GaÒ·n-Calvo 1998; GaÒ·n-Calvo and Gordillo 2001), and Garstecki and Whitesides (Garstecki, 
Gitlin et al. 2004; Garstecki, Fuerstman et al. 2005) and to study tip streaming (Anna and Mayer 
2006) which may be a route to even smaller sized droplets than can be realized in the jetting 
regime. 
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3. Experimental Results on the Microfluidic Production of Water Droplets in 
Mineral Oil Using Flow Focusing 
In this chapter, we describe the fabrication of the microfluidic cells by soft lithography and the 
hydrodynamic regimes for the detachment of droplets from the flow focusing orifice of the 
microfluidic cell. 
 









In our studies we use a microfluidic device to generate highly uniform droplets and we consider 
a planner flow focusing geometry, shown in figure (3-1). The flow-focusing junction has the 
most effective geometries in case of the low Reynolds number flows that generated in microscale 
                                                                    
 
Figure 3-1 Schematic of a planar flow focusing geometry, de-ionized water is 
running in inner channel and Oil flows in the outer channel. On the right side of 
the figure shows the droplets formation coming out from the orifice.	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geometries. And it also has been used in the microscale droplets by using surfactant-mediated tip 
streaming.  
The device is manufactured by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using the standard lithography 
techniques as shown in (Figure 3-2). We start the fabrication method by cleaning the silicon 
glass wafer with Isopropanol for 10 seconds and dry it with air then placed it on a hot plate for 
10 minutes at 20 oC. The bare silicon wafer is coated by the SU8 2050 resist by spinning at 1700 
rpm in order to get the mold for fluidic channel and soft backed on a hot plate for 5 minutes at 
65o C then for 20 minutes at 95o C. The molded wafer then is exposed to 365nm UV light for 11 
seconds. Then the coated wafer is postbacked for 5 minutes at 60 oC and 10 minutes at 95 oC. 
The development process is done by the SU8 developer for 7 minutes and resulted in 
approximately 100 µm thick mold and finally hard baked at 200 oC for 10 minutes. The molds 
are cast against the liquid PDMS prepolymer, and the polymer is then cured (10:1) to produce an 
elastomeric (positive) replica of the master. The molded channels are sealed closed by using a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
 Figure 3-2: The microfabrication steps of soft-lithography 
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glass microscope slides coated with a thin layer of PDMS (10:1 w/w) via a plasma bonding that 
oxidized the surfaces of both the glass, the PDMS microchannel. 
Over the past few years, soft lithography techniques using PDMS has been used for making 
microfluidic channel networks (Duffy, McDonald et al. 1998; McDonald, Duffy et al. 2000; 
McDonald and Whitesides 2002) and cured for 2 hr at 75 oC. Afterwards, carefully remove the 
PDMS cast from the mold drill three-injection holes by an aluminum needle and these are 
indicating the inlets and the outlet.  
In addition, the two immiscible liquids that we are using are the de-ionized water and mineral oil. 
De-ionized water is used as the dispersed phase and mineral oil (Fisher Scientific) has a viscosity 
of 0.83 Pa.s. Oil-soluble surfactant, SPAN-80 (Sigma Aldrich, used as received) is added to the 
mineral oil by 1% w/w to insure a stable emulsion of water and oil. Each port in the device is 
connected with syringes, which setup by a computer pump that controls the pulse flow rates of 
both dispersed and continuous phases. 
3.2 Regimes of Droplet Detachment in Flow Focusing: Break-up in the Orifice (Squeezing 
Regime) 
In the planar flow focusing devices, several droplet break up regimes have been observed. The 
breaking up and droplet formation depend on the continuous phase flow rate (Oil phase), which 
has the greatest effective on the mechanism of the droplet formation. The emerging interface 
squeezes and blocking the outer liquid flow at low flow rates and this matter also squeezes the 
neck and inject droplets when the liquid dispersed phase flows and emerges with the continuous 
phase as its pressure arises from the blockage, for which representative images are shown in Fig. 
3-3(a)-3(f) at the orifice.  The flow rates for the dispersed flow (water), continuous flow (oil) 
were 0.019 µl/min and 0.09µl/min respectively. The droplet dimensions that injected are larger 
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than of the orifice. At the orifice zone the viscous stress increases the deformation at the 
interface as the flow rate increases and creates an elongated cylinder that is smaller than the 
orifice. 
The droplet break up mechanism, the diameter and formation time is strongly depending on the 
upstream flow dimensions, fluid viscosities and volumetric flow rate. Anna and Mayer (2009) 
also have mentioned that the balance of the viscous stresses, capillary number and other physical 
droplet properties control the droplet break up process. Furthermore, by increasing the flow rate 
ratio of the dispersed and continuous flows the droplet diameter and time of formation increase, 
while at low flow rate ratio the thread formation occurs and decreases by increasing in the flow 
rate ratio. A nearly spherical droplet is injected when the viscous stresses on the water-oil 
interface are small. Noticed that according to the surface tension at the interface of the oil and 
water cause a Laplace pressure on the neck and the droplet. When the pressure in the neck is 
smaller than inside the droplet, it would be hard to inject droplets. The droplets injected when the 
pressure in the neck increases and pushes the fluid into it. So as the flow rates increases the 
droplet size decreases and when decreases the droplet size increases and the thread formation 
occur at low viscosity ratio of the oil-water and transition to the dripping regime occurs as the 
viscosity ratio increases. 
3.3 Regimes of Droplet Detachment in Flow Focusing: Break-up in the Orifice (Dripping    
Regime) 
The dispersed phase flow (downstream) controls the thread formation process as the thread 
elongates through the downstream channel centerline, the thread length and the tiny droplets are 
independent on the upstream. The thread acts as a tracer in the downstream channel velocity field 
when its diameter is smaller than the downstream dimensions and that the end of the thread 
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contacts the continuous phase centerline. Then the expansion velocity of the droplet is high at the 
contraction and low at the end of the downstream area. As we mentioned previously the thread 
formation occurs at low flow rate ratio, the thread velocity increases and rapid stretches 
according to the small dimensions of the channel so when the thread dissociates it becomes 
longer and gives small droplets. 
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Figure 3-3 (a)-(f). Steps in drop detachment in the squeezing mode 
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                       (d)                         (e)            (f) 
Figure 3-4(a)-(f). Steps in drop detachment in the dripping mode 
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When the flow rate increases the viscous stresses on the oil-water interface increases and both 
create a stretching the fluid neck which is smaller than the orifice so then the droplets are 
injected where the representative images are shown in Fig. 3-4 (a)-(f). In our studies we are 
focusing on getting droplets with a sufficient separation distance between each other that be 
eligible to coalesce when the separation distance is reduced by applying the electric field so we 
will do the simulation on the dripping regime. The flow rate for the oil, water applied in order to 
get this regime are 0.24 µl/min and 0.018 µl/min respectively and the droplet radius is 25µm. 
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4. Measurements of Electrocoalescence in Microfluidic Channels 
4.1 Electrocoalescence in Microfluidic Cell with Flow Focusing Droplet Formation 
Water droplets (approximately 30 µm in diameter) are created by flow focusing in mineral oil. 
The droplets settle to the bottom of the channel floor since they are more dense than the oil, and 
mover smoothly over a lubricating layer of the oil. The water droplets are snapped off 
uniformally by the oil stream to produce the water drops (Fig. 4-1(a)). The applied electric field 
is an AC sine curve. The water-oil emulsion obtained by the injecting process through the 
microfluidic from prescribed amounts of water, oil & surfactant. The emulsion studied in the 
sample vessel (cuvette, vial) containing electrodes across the channel as shown in Fig. 4-2. 
Where the electric field will be applied on the vertical channel and polarizes the droplets with 
+ve & -ve charges and be able to coalesce. In our studies we use the flow-focusing junction 
	   	  
Fig. 4-1(a) The Flow-Focusing Microfluidic cell with electrodes across the channel and 
Fig. 4-1(b) Shows the water-oil emerging interface are brought together at an orifice. 
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geometry because it generates highly monodisperse emulsified water droplets in oil and 
facilitates application of uniform, high strength of electric fields and also gives direct observation 
of individual coalescence events between monodisperse droplets can produce high n statistics in 
a single experiment. 
The microfluidics approach to studying electrocoalescence has advantages over experiments 
done in more standard electrocoalesence vessels in which fields are applied across several 
milliliters of solution and the coalescence measured by amount of water separated in a set 
time or the current imposed across electrodes (coalescing water droplets forming a short circuit). 
In this case, each vessel can only produce one measurement. 
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2.1 Droplet Electrocoalescence Studies 
Figures 4-3(a)-(f) show a typical experiment on the electrocoalescence of the droplets formed as 
a single file at the flow focusing point. The train is shown for the vertical channel loop 
perpendicular to the electrodes at a frame rate of 2000 fps. The applied voltage is 454 V/mm 
(peak to peak) at a frequency of 500 hz.  The droplets become polarized as they move through 
the channel and begin to be acted on by the attractive force as shown in (Fig. 4-2). The distance 
between droplets is not maintained as uniform and pairs become isolated. These pairs tend to 
coalesce as isolated pairs without influence of the rest of the droplets in the train. The particular 
sequence shown in the figure follows the coalescence of one pair located at the bottom of the 
figure. The entire coalescence from the first to the last subfigure is approximately 0.05 sec. and 
the droplets are approximately 30 µm in radius. 
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Figure 4-3(a)-(f). Steps of the droplets coalescence when the electric field (AC) is applied across the channel 
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4.3  Droplet Separation Distance as a Function of Time for Electrocoalescence 
From the video images, it is clear that during the electrocoalescence process, the droplets remain 
nearly spherical until the time immediately preceding coalescence. The edge to edge distance of 
separation, s, as shown in (Fig. 4-2) can be measured as function of time from the video images 
by first locating the edges of the droplets in the pair from the images, and then computing the 
distance from the calibration of the video image.. This distance is plotted as the symbols in 
Figure 4.4, with the distance is nondimensionalized by the radius of the droplet, a. 
	  
Figure 4-4. Measurements of the distance of separation between two electrocoalescing droplets 
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5. Simulations of Electrocoalescence  
In this section, we describe our simulations of the electrocoalescence data of the separation 
distance as a function of time for the polarized droplets as given in Fig. 4-1. To simulate the 
electrocoalescence, we first formulate a general force balance on the droplets in which we 
balance the electrohydrodynamic attraction with the hydrodynamic resistance that the droplets 
experience as they approach each other, and move along the wall during the approach: 
                                                                       Fhydrodynamic = Fel                                                   (5.1) 
Where, Fel is the electrical polarization force, Fhydrodynamic is the  hydrodynamic resistance force . 
This force can be divided into a contribution from the wall (assuming the other droplet is not 
present) and from the droplet-droplet interaction (assuming the wall is not present) less the drag 
in an infinite medium. 
5.1 General Force Balance on Droplets 
 Fhydrodynamic = Fparticle−particle(s / a) +Fparticle−wall(δ / a) − 6πµaU                              (5.2) 










































                      (5.3) 









+ O(1) ) and is a constant and 
only a  function only of the separation distance ε=δ/a.  
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5.2 Calculation of Hydrodynamic Force Between Droplets using COMSOL 
To verify the correlation (5.3) simulations are performed using the COMSOL Multiphysics ® 
with CFD Module to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for a single-phase flow 
with the flow focusing dimensions.  
We draw two spheres with the same radii 30µm, a given s distance and insert the material 
properties of both oil and water. The next step we set the fluid properties, make all the 
surrounding walls of the two droplets no slip boundary condition and one of droplets moving 
with U velocity towards the other droplet. Then we set the inlet and outlet. The following step is 
making the mesh. The 3D mesh is generated as an unstructured mesh containing tetrahedral 
elements. The sequence type is selected as user controlled mesh then size 1 is for the 
surroundings of the two droplets, which calibrate for the fluid dynamics and predefined as fine. 
The size 2 is for the two droplets and prefined as finer as shown in Fig. 5-1(a)-(b) 
	  
	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(a)                                                                                                  
(b) 
                    Fig. 5-1 (a)-(b). COMSOL images show the 3D mesh generated on the channel geometry 
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The COMSOL results agree with the correlation 5.3. Using the correlation and the electrical 
force and fitting for the drag force on the wall, the following excellent fit of the simulation and 




	   	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (a)                                                                                                             (b) 
Fig. 5-2 (a)-(b) COMSOL results of the velocity streamlines of the droplets to approach each other and 5(d) counter 
pressure arise through the coalescence. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
A microfluidic cell has been designed and fabricated to study the electrocoalescence of droplets. 
The cell uses flow focusing to produce a monodisperse train of droplets and then maneuvers the 
train to a channel and applies a uniform electric field across the droplets. The droplets are 
imaged by a high speed camera to study the electrocoalescence process. A theory is developed 
for the electrocoalescence, which balances the attractive electrical force with the hydrodynamic 
resistance. This theory agrees very well with the experimental results of the droplet distance as a 
function of time during the electrocoalescence process.
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